
A Virtual Visit with Kevin Hawkes
We are excited to announce that Kevin will be continuing his tradition of author visits and would love
to visit your school, library or group. We have several options to meet your needs and would be
happy to customize the perfect package for your students and staff.

Start your visit off with a 37 minute video that introduces you to Kevin and
gives you an inside look at the process of creating a book. You will learn what
made Kevin decide to be an artist, where he gets his inspiration, and how to
bring your own stories to life. Students will be enthralled as they watch Kevin
draw and will leave the presentation with lots of questions and wanting to
write and draw on their own.

Schools can purchase access to the video for a single presentation or for
unlimited use for the day or multiple days. A limited goggle link will be
shared with schools prior to the visit.

Following the video, join Kevin for a Live Q&A Zoom with your students.
Kevin will meet with your class for a 10-15 minute follow-up of the video.
Students will have time to ask questions as well as enjoy some live drawing.
This is ideal for hybrid or in-person classes.

Continue the creative energy by having your class write to Kevin following the visit! Students can
ask questions, send drawings or cartoons, and share what they are working on in class. Kevin will
send an illustrated letter in reply via snail mail, answering any of their questions and give them a
writing/story prompt for future letters.

School Packages and Fees

$250 Classroom package - This includes one time use of the video and one zoom meeting.

$500 School package - Unlimited use of the video and up to 5 Zoom meetings on the same day.
$250 for each additional day which includes access to the video and zoom meetings.

$100 Pen-pals to Kevin. Add on this option for up to 3 letters to your class during the school year.


